

READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read at least 3-4

Don’t forget to practise your spellings

Practise your times tables, up to

times a week. Ask an adult to

weekly. These will be tested on a

write in your Reading Journal.

Friday.

Write a 2-page biography on Charles

3pts



how to structure it.



Sketch a portrait of Charles Darwin.

2pts



Write a diary entry from Darwin’s point of

4pts

view, focussing on his discoveries

Describe how humans have evolved –

2pts

use words and pictures!


Find out more about other famous

2pts

scientists who had an interest in

What can you discover about Lonesome

2pts

George, the last giant Pinta Island
such as the World Wildlife Fund, to learn
about current endangered species.


Research the HMS Beagle. Create a factfilled poster to display the information
you find out about the ship.

Darwin’s Delights
This is your pick and

3pts

Use a map to show the journey that

3pts

voyage to the Galapagos Islands.


Write a prayer about Perseverence.

2pts



Write about a goal that you are

2pts

working towards and what you have

mix homework

handing the completed
homework in on a

tortoise? Research conservation charities,

3pts

the HMS Beagle took on Darwin’s

activities each week,

Wallace or Mary Anning.




Complete 1 of these

evolution and inheritance, such as Alfred

Create a fossil of an animal from our
past.

YEAR 6 TERM 3

involving Galapagos finches.

3pts

of what you have completed).

environment.


Complete 3 different Mathletics
activities (you can printscreen proof

2pts

that show how it is adapted to its



2pts

from the Y5/6 spelling list.

before Christmas to give you an idea of
Sketch an animal and label the features

Create a ‘shape of the word’ sheet for
the spellings you have found trickiest

framework and features that we practised



Rockstars log in is in your
Reading Journal.



Darwin and his discoveries. Use the

12 x 12. Your Times Table

done to persevere with it.


Design a book cover for the action

2pts

story that you are working on.


Create a boardgame to help people

2pts

learn the 12 times table.

Friday. You should

Homework Certificates

spend no longer than

Bronze – 9 points, Silver – 12 points,

30 mins/1 hour per
week on an activity.

Gold – 19 points, Platinum – 22 points

